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Zimbabwe is scheduled to conduct its general elections in 2023

and political parties are already focused on internal  party

restructuring and voter mobilization. The two main  parties  ZANU PF

and the MDC Alliance are intensifying their voter mobilization

initiatives in rural areas since relaxation of Covid-19 lockdown

measures in September . Both parties launched aggressive

campaigns with ZANU PF targeting 5 million voters while the MDC

Alliance is targeting 6 million voters. Young people and rural

constituencies are their prime targets. These political activities

from across the political divide have also come with a dramatic

increase in politically motivated violence which include severe

assault, abductions, property destruction, arbitrary arrests ,

detention, intimidation and threats of violence. The sudden

escalation of violence, from the community level to national level

attacks on the leader of the main opposition warrants particular

attention as 2023 approaches. This report seeks to show the nature

d it d f th i i l h i ht
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INTRODUCTION 
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The recorded political violence, from 10-16 October 2021, 

 was perpetrated against the opposition party MDC Alliance

leaders and supporters in Masvingo Province, specifically in

Gutu, Ngundu,Chiredzi and Zaka where Chamisa  was on a

tour to interface with community opinion leaders.  The 

 interface with the community members, leaders, civic

leaders, and special interest groups as part of voter

mobilisation ahead of the 2023 elections. On the first day of

the party’s tour of the province in Chief Charumbira’s area,

ZANU PF mobilized its supporters to prevent the MDC Alliance 

 leader, Neslon Chamisa’s visit by barricading three possible

routes to the venue of the meeting.    The MDC Alliance  

 vehicles that were part of the envoy being stoned, and

passengers assaulted. The same was experienced in Gutu at

Mupandawana  and Maunga. The MDC Alliance alleges that 

 mission was planned and coordinated by state security

agents with Minister of State for Masvingo Province, Ezra

Chadzamira as the lead responsible for the violence. They

also allege the complicit role of the  police led by Assistant

Commissioner Marume who up to date have not arrested any

of the alleged perpetrators.  The police were also complicit

in the violence by throwing teargas canisters to opposition

party members meeting in a private property. 
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NATURE OF HUMAN
RIGHTS VIOLATIONS
FROM HEAL ZIMBABWE HUMAN RIGHTS
MONITORS

Major human rights violations cases

experienced include assault (9) threats of

violence and intimidation (60), kidnapping (6)

property destruction (7) arbitrary arrests (5)

and disruption of meetings (8). The violations

were centrally well coordinated and the

perpetrators had information of the itinerary

of MDC Alliance leader. A thread that runs

through the reported cases of violence and

violations from Gutu, Zaka, Masvingo central

Triangle to Chiredzi is the centrally knit

coordination of ruling party district and

provincial leadership, local government

officials, state security agents ,some

legislators and traditional leaders. Secondly,

young unemployed people visibly drunk or

generally intoxicated are bused from other

areas outside those targeted for the violence.
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Thirdly, the locals particularly in rural areas

are mobilized on the pretext that they will

access food aid or in the case of Gutu

Mpandawana the vendors promised

access to vending stalls. The intimidation

and assaults were done in full glare of the

police and no arrests of the perpetrators

were made. 

The abductions which took place were also

done a few metres from the police

roadblock at a barricade which lasted

more than 5 hours in Gutu. Evidence from

footage of the abductions has clearly

identifiable people who to date have not

been either arrested or interviewed by the

police. The meetings were disrupted in the

presence of the police. The police have the

constitutional mandate "to uphold the

constitution and enforce the law without

fear or favor". 
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NATURE OF HUMAN RIGHTS
VIOLATIONS
FROM HEAL ZIMBABWE HUMAN RIGHTS MONITORS

These acts violated basic fundamental rights and freedoms

of assembly and association, the right to personal security,

the right to human dignity and basic political rights of

citizens. Some of the victims identified who were severely

assaulted include Nyasha Zhambi, Esnath Rwambiwa and

Nyasha Zhambe who suffered back injuries (all from Gutu).

Masvingo ward 5 Councillor Daniel Councillor Mberikunashe

sustained head injuries while Arnold Batirai, another activist

also sustained head injuries. Most violations including

kidnappings and physical assault occurred in Gutu. Figure

below shows the nature of violations and their magnitude. 

Alleged key perpetrators who coordinated the violations

include Ezra Chadzamira, the Minister of State for Masvingo

Province, the Police, Farai Musikavanhu, Charles Njopera,

James Charumbira, Jacob Magando, and others.

Musikavanhu, Njopera and Charumbira notably provided

transport and food for the ZANU PF youths who were hired to

disrupt the opposition party meetings and beating their

supporters. Jacob Magando specifically provided transport

for people who disrupted a meeting at Ngundu business

centre. 
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The above violations are a direct violation of the fundamental human rights and freedoms

enshrined in the constitution of Zimbabwe. They emanate from a penchant f high levels of

political intolerance. The acts of violence exposes the need for state institutions to be

professional and non-partisan  in carrying out  their mandate. 

 Mobilization of state security and party structures  to deny opposition parties access

communities voters infringe Section 67 of the constitution that provides for free political

participation as a human right. More worrying is the complicit hand of law enforcement

agents in perpetrating violence.The use of tear gas canisters against the MDC Alliance

members in Masvingo bears testimony to this. 

One of the best
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clear picture 
of your dream
home is to
write down a
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In terms of the constitution, law enforcement agents such as the police are obliged under

Section 219 (e) of the constitution to, “uphold the Constitution and enforce the law without

fear or favor”. In this regard, the police service failed to uphold the constitution.



THE PERPETRATORS
FROM HEAL ZIMBABWE HUMAN RIGHTS MONITORS

LIST OF HUMAN RIGHTS
PERPETRATORS 
NATURE OF HUMAN RIGHTS

COMMITTED

Farai

Musikavanhu

Charles

Njopera

James

Charumbira

PROVIDED TRANSPORT
(LORRY, COMMUTER
OMNIBUS TO FERRY
PERPETRATORS IN

CHIREDZI) AND FOOD 
 (CHICKEN INN)

 

FIRED  TEAR GAS
CANISTERS, HARASSED,
AND INTIMIDATED, AND
ARBITRARILY ARRESTED

ACTIVISTS
 

Police Officers ZANU PF 

Youths

PHYSICALLY ASSAULTED
MDC ALLIANCE MEMBERS,

DESTROYED PROPERTY
BELONGING TO THE MDC

ALLIANCE MEMBERS,
KIDNAPPING

Jacob

Magando

DCC Chair

Mr Magonde

 

Godfree

Mukungumwa

PROVIDED TRANSPORT FOR
THE DISRUPTORS IN

NGUNDU AND WAS  ALSO
PART OF THE

DEMONSTRATORS
 

Contact us 
REPORT ANY HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATION THROUGH OUR 24 HOUR

SOCIAL MEDIA AND TOLL FREE CHANNELS 

080 80518 +263 785 699 910
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CONCLUSION AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
HEAL ZIMBABWE COMMUNICATION

There is need to depolarize communities and this process

entails the government and political parties building a new

political culture underpinned by political tolerance and

diversity. To avoid pitfalls of past electoral experiences and

to advance free political participation, there is need for the

government of Zimbabwe to : 
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To ensure the state security services established

under section 207 of the constitution execute

their mandate professionally in a non-partisan

manner

Chapter 12 Commissions are allowed space and

adequately resourced to carry out their constitutional

mandates by actively addressing the root causes of

violence and political intolerance

Respect the constitutional rights and political liberties

of citizens and uphold their freedom of association

and assembly

create conditions for a free media where citizens have free

access to information, provide balanced coverage of all

political parties and interest groups on state media
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Heal Zimbabwe

implores political

parties to reign in on

errant supporters who

perpetrate violence.

The upsurge in cases

of politically motivated

violence effectively

justifies why Heal

Zimbabwe has been

on record advocating

for the National Peace

and Reconciliation

Commission (NPRC) to

thoroughly initiate a

robust, wholesome

healing and

reconciliation process

to address past

episodes of violence.

Social cohesion

building and political

depolarisation are

essential, as the

country heads for

another election in

2023. 

 

Recommendations
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Create transparent environment where public

officials do not abuse state resources to support

violence and human rights violations

 

Calls on the Chapter 12 Commissions to investigate the

cases of violations and provide a public report

 

  National Peace and Reconciliation Commission to

prioritize programming on depolarizing communities and

putting in place a robust early warning early response

mechanism given the impending 2023 elections

 

 The police must also launch a thorough investigation

bring alleged perpetrates before the courts 

 

Investigate the role played by named senior police

officers 

Publicly denounce the acts of violence and human rights

violations

 

 


